End Time Army Worldwide Ministries began in the Living Room of its founder
and lead visionary Senior Apostle Cauline E Thomas
Thomas-Brown
Brown DD on the New Year
of 2006.
Prophecies concerning the ministry and its place in the
th Body of Christ and its
founder were continuous from the summer of 2003.
2003 The prophecies were
accompanied by the laying on of hands from such Kingdom Generals as Apostle
Elisha Salifu Amoako, Prophet Morris Cerullo, Bishop Ayo, Pastor Steve Murdoch,
Past
Pastor Don Stewart,, Prophet Samuel Bentil and others. Spiritual
S
impartation also
was to follow from Bishop Daggs-Mills and Prophetess Juanita Bynum.
Bynum These
prophecies were confirmed via both visual and audible encounters with the Messiah and His personal call into service.
Since its birth End Time Army Worldwide Ministries Inc. has become a forerunner
orerunner in preaching and teaching Hebraic
Bible Truth to believers and sharing the good news of the Jewish Jesus the Messiah to unbelievers.
unbelievers Operating fully in
the Five-Fold Ministry of the Church and as those resembling the Sons of Issachar
sachar of the ‘Old Testament’ ETA has
instruction; not only for ourselves but also for the Body who will hear counsel, and receive instruction to enable us
individually and as a body to be wise in our latter end
end. Our fundamental message is simply that in doing this as
commanded, in love and not as hypocrites
hypocrites, we each of us will allow ourselves to be transformed by the renewal of our
ou
minds continually. For this is the only way that we can know what God wants and will agree that what He wants is
good, satisfying and able to succeed. This does of course mean that we embrace some,
some though not all of the
foundational doctrine that was theree at the birth of Christianity. How do we know what we should embrace? We
know byy allowing ourselves to be transformed by the renewal of our minds continually so that we do not fall into the
traps of legalism and church as usual. When challenged about His
is actions one Sabbath day our
o messiah said “If you
knew what ‘II want compassion rather than animal
animal-sacrifice’ meant you would not condemn the innocent.”
innocent. This is just
one example of what ETAWM and those allied through ETAMA are all about. Our FATHER
ATHER in Heaven is doing a new
thing we at ETA endeavour to have non
non-itchy ears ever turned to Him, so that we know HIS will.
The ministries of ETAWMI & ETAMA cover all areas of service and operate throughout the Nations with such areas as
prayer and training also accessible online
online. Each member has a gift’s they will use for the benefit of the Body and
therefore our ministries are diverse and include market ministries. One of which is ETA Publishing House LLP which
publishes the work of those with book and song writing talents. ETA Tefilah Centres blanket the earth in prayer. ETA
Talmud Bible Institutes equip the next generation of th
those chosen and set apart for Gospel Ministry. ETA Kingdom Kidz
Academies support those parents who desi
desire to home school their children and also provides children in developing
countries with access to education. End
nd Time Ministries Alliance Ltd covers the collective of Independent ministries,
outreaches
ches and groups who share our ethos and need the highest level of apostolic shelter required to enable them to
fulfil the End Time Mandate they each have been commissioned to.
To connect to your nearest ETA Fellowship
ellowship or to a member church in the ETA Ministries Alliance email us at
endtimearmyuk@yahoo.co.uk.
If you are a Christian, Christian Leaderr or Christian Group of Believers who find yourself segregated because through
the renewal of your minds you no longer see things quite the way the masses do email us at etawmi@gmail.com.
Find out more information visit our main websites at www.endtimearmy.org, www.talmudinstitutute.com,
www.talmudinstitutu
or
www.etapublishing.com.
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